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The common belief in the leather cutting industry is that any 
upgrade depends only on the performance of the cutting 
machines. We have an entirely new approach by offering 
Thagora, a solution that brings significant benefits by 
combining the most advanced software system specially 
designed for leather upholstery industry, with a 
state-of-the-art scanning machine and the freedom of 
choosing any cutter on the market. 

What is Thagora?
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Product overview

Models

Analytics &
LiveReports

Production 
management

Cutting &
collecting

Scanning

Automatic
nesting

Quality
control

ERP
integration

• Pattern Designer • CAD files 
compatibility

• Automatic parts 
checking

• Bidirectional 
communication 
with existing ERP

• Complete data 
exchange

• Advanced 
analytics engine

• Live machine 
status and KPIs

• Production reports

• Compatibility with 
all major cutter 
brands

• Parts collecting 
assisted by 
video-projector

• Compatibility with 
die cutting 
machines

• Production 
planner 

• Leather and 
warehouse 
management 

• Leather ranking • Leather 
pre-allocation

• Conveyor table 
with Infrared 
technology

• Static table with 
top camera

• Multi-hide nesting • Scalable multi-core, 
multi-machine 
technology

• Parts quality 
control 
management

• Recuts 
management

Thagora is a modular and scalable software and hardware package designed to be configured for any volume of 
production. From very small workshops, where there are just a few hides to be cut every day, up to large factories, with 
thousands of hides to be cut daily. It is also suitable for any type of production, being adaptable to manufacturing of 
highly customized or series products. This flexibility is due to the ability of Thagora to manage any kind of workflow, from 
the traditional In-Line to the Off-Line Advanced workflow.

Thagora solution
Presentation movie



Benefits

Leather is an 
expensive raw 
material and 
every square inch 
of a hide must be 
used wisely. 

Leather 
consumption 
optimization

Your people are 
essential to the 
quality of the 
products and the 
productivity in the 
leather cutting 
room. 

Increased 
operators’ 
efficiency

Your machines 
are the core of 
your leather 
cutting room and 
the increase of 
their output is 
imperative.

Machine
usage 
optimization

Thagora meets the great challenges 
of global leather upholstery industry

The leather upholstery industry is facing major 
challenges worldwide. The continuous sophistication 
of end customers’ tastes leads to a higher degree of 
products customization. At the same time, the 
escalating price of raw materials on a global scale 
and the cost of the highly qualified workforce are 
very important aspects. They add to the pressure of 
increasing production to cover new opportunities in 
emerging markets. With an understanding of these 
needs, Gemini CAD Systems offers the 
best-performing technical solution for the core of 
this business: the leather cutting room.



•  Multi-hide nesting
The Off-Line workflow allows simultaneously nesting of all 
hides, a key factor for high efficiency results and less 
reusable waste.

•  Multi-machine technology
The huge computational requirements of the multi-hide 
nesting can be sustained by performing the same nesting 
job on more PCs in parallel.

•  Adaptive strategies
The nesting algorithm automatically adapts to the 
characteristics of all hides and models, obtaining high and 
stable results, regardless of the production diversity.

Automatic nesting

•  Machine accuracy
A high level of accuracy in leather scanning represents a 
critical factor for efficient use of the hides’ surface without 
any compromise on quality. 

•  Scanner operators’ activity control
The advanced analytics module allows a statistical analysis 
of each operator’s performance in terms of the leather 
scanning precision, thus contributing to higher usage of 
the leather surface. 

Better usage of the leather surface 
by increased scanning precision

•  Hides pre-allocation
The automatic classification of the available hides on the 
Off-Line Advanced workflow allows a balanced allocation 
to each nesting job so that the whole batch is used 
efficiently. 

•  Automatic production planning
Our automatic planning module optimizes the way 
products are combined in the nesting jobs, a key factor in 
the overall leather consumption. 

Overall production optimization 

•  Process analysis
Complete traceability of all the process steps, along with 
powerful analytics tools provide quick identification of any 
factor that generates an increased number of recuts in the 
process. 

•  Nesting features
The automatic placement of the parts as far as possible 
from the leather edges without decreasing the efficiency 
has a significant impact on reducing the number of recuts. 

Reducing the number of recuts

•  Quantity control
The scanning solution performs a high-precision 
measurement of the hides’ surface, thus allowing a better 
control of the suppliers chain in terms of leather quantity. 

•  Quality control
Automatic classification of hides during the scanning 
phase provides a powerful tool for controlling the hides 
from a nesting efficiency perspective. 

Leather supplier control 

Leather saving is often regarded as a problem related only to nesting efficiency. Although Thagora offers a high nesting 
performance, it also exploits all the opportunities to optimize other areas of the leather cutting room that are often 
overlooked.

Leather consumption
optimization
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•  Scanning
Operating the Thagora Leather Scanning Machine is 
extremely simple, allowing the operator to focus on 
identifying the quality zones, thus achieving high 
processing speed without making compromises in terms 
of quality. 

•  Cutting
Our solution includes automated systems for different 
types of cutting machine configurations, each step of the 
process being optimized by using augmented reality for 
placing hides and for collecting the cut parts. 

Machines’ automation 

•  Process analysis
A complete data record of all the production steps along 
with an advanced analytics module bring significant 
benefits to the overall process optimization. 

Complete traceability 
of the production process

Your people are very important for the production process. The effective use of their skills and the traceability of their 
work make all the difference. Given the high cost of labor, especially in Europe and in the United States, the increase of 
the operators’ efficiency, without the need to be overqualified, is a significant economic advantage.

Increased operators’ 
efficiency 

•  Off-Line workflow
In the Off-Line workflows cutters are only used for their 
main purpose - cutting leather, so machine productivity is 
maximized. In case of a scanner or cutter malfunction, the 
entire workflow still is functional. 

•  Machines’ automation
Each step of the scanning and cutting processes is highly 
automated in order to exploit the machines to maximum 
capacity and reduce the operator’s effort.

Increased machines output  

Your machines are the core of your production line so it is crucial to use them at their maximum output capacity. By 
introducing the Off-Line workflows, Thagora is designed to maximize the capacity of your machines, providing a 
significant increase in the production volume.

Machines usage
optimization 
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Customer testimonials

Natuzzi, Italy
“Natuzzi is the Italian lifestyle and best-known brand in the furnishings sector 
worldwide and one of our goals is to maintain our global trendsetter status. We 
own one of the largest leather processing factories in Europe, and as such, highly 
optimized production is extremely important to us. We have enjoyed a close 
collaboration with the experts at Gemini CAD Systems, who have sought to 
understand our specific needs, and managed to identify multiple areas that could 
be improved in the cutting room. We now have significant optimizations in terms of 
leather consumption, cutters productivity and use of labor. These aspects are 
crucial for the company’s profitability, especially given our huge production 
volume. This investment in performance, flexibility and cost-effectiveness of the 
implemented solution ensures a high value return.”

Filippo Petrera
Chief Manufacturing, Product and Process Innovation Officer

Rolf Benz AG & Co. KG, Germany
“Here, at Rolf Benz, we believe that our clients deserve only the best products in 
the world. Our entire leather upholstery production is Made in Germany so it is 
crucial that our factory at Nagold is very well-organized. That is why we 
collaborated with the experts at Gemini CAD Systems to develop the Off-Line 
workflow for the leather cutting room. They met our specific needs, providing 
excellent optimization solutions. We are extremely pleased with the fact that we 
achieved considerable benefits through leather saving, higher output for our 
cutters, increased efficiency of our workers, error traceability and supplier quality 
control.”

Helge Gemsjäger
Industrial Engineering and Quality Management

70% overall increase of productivity
4% increase of nesting efficiency
90% decrease of the recuts in total

Results: 

ROM AG, Belgium
“The most important thing about the implementation of Gemini Thagora is that we 
got an Off-Line system far more advanced than the system we had before. This is 
the reason why we managed to overcome a few matters that were quite 
challenging for us. The decrease of leather consumption is essential at ROM AG 
and that is why we needed a solution able to address this matter, while handling 
the increasing complexity of our model design. We are now able to use a 
multi-hide automatic nesting, which brings us better efficiency by 4%. This helps to 
considerably reduce the amount of reusable wastes. Furthermore, we achieved 
something that we thought impossible: to optimize the productivity of our cutting 
machines and the efficiency of our operators so that we can significantly increase 
the volume of production by using the same number of cutters and workers. 
Overall, it is a great transformation of our factory that puts us in a comfortable 
position to develop our business in the years to come.”

Lorin Arz
Plant General Manager

4% increase of efficiency through multi-hide automatic nesting 
Significantly higher production output with the same number 
of cutters and workers

Results: 



• Infrared technology for 
quality zones marking

• Ergonomics based on 
augmented reality

• Color and intensity 
adjustable inspection 
lights

• Scan and unload 
conveyors for high 
productivity

Thagora Leather
Scanning Machine

• Multi-hide nesting
• Adaptive strategies
• Multi-core, 

multi-machine nesting
• Proprietary algorithm

Automatic
Nesting

• Multi-dimensional data 
collaboration

• Complete process 
traceability 

• Azure Cloud platform
• Live KPI and machine 

status reports 

Analytics &
LiveReports

• Supplier control
• Production ranking 

and balanced hides 
pre-allocation on each 
nesting job

Leather ranking
& pre-allocation

Key points



• Off-Line Advanced
• Off-Line Basic
• In-Line

Workflows

• You already have a 
cutter

• You want to buy a new 
cutter

• You are cutting 
manually

• You are using die 
cutting machines

Upgrade your
cutting room

• Short payback period
• Reduced cost of 

ownership

Financial
benefits 

• Partnership from day 
one

• Single point of contact 
for service

• Technical support

Partnership 
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•  High precision for quality zones marking using Infrared 
technology

•  Ergonomics and automation of the leather inspection 
process based on augmented reality  

•   Designed for mass production, with a secondary 
conveyor for automatic hides unloading

•  The LED inspection lights with glare free lenticular lens 
are adjustable in terms of intensity and color, ensuring 
the best condition for the hides inspection regardless 
of their color and structure 

•  Integrated software module for quick automatic 
ranking of hides 

•  Integrated stretching system that allows the 
identification of the fine cuts on the hides

Key advantages

Scanning width: 3000 mm 
Scanning length: unlimited 
Active area for quality zones marking: 3000 × 900 mm 
Projected light intensity: 3 × 3000 lumens 
Inspection light intensity: 800-5500 lumens, adjustable 
Inspection light temperature: 2800 – 6500 Kelvin, adjustable 
Inspection lights technology: LED, lenticular lens, glare free 
Quality levels: up to 7 levels 
Only front operating required: Yes 
Scanned contour accuracy: < 1 mm 
Quality zones marking accuracy: < 2 mm 
Projection resolution: 1000 pixels/m 
Power supply: 110-220V, 50-60Hz 
Hide stretching system: Optional 

Technical specifications

The leather inspection process is very important in achieving efficient leather consumption while maintaining high quality 
of the products. Gemini CAD Systems has developed Thagora Leather Scanning Machine LS 3000 AR, a new standard for 
precision, speed and ergonomics.

Vocal confirmation system

High brigthness video-projectors

Inspection lights system

HD Scan cameras

Batch identification barcode reader

Infrared pen

Infrared cameras

Scan lights system

Large frontal monitor

Hides stretching system

Main conveyor

Wrinkle free feeding device

Hide return conveyor

Thagora Leather Scanning 
Machine

 Thagora Leather Scanning Machine
Demo movie
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•   Multi-Core, Multi-Processor, Multi-Machine nesting
The huge computational requirements of the multi-hide 
nesting can be sustained by performing the same nesting 
job on more PCs in parallel, thus leading to higher 
efficiency results. This technology brings the same benefits 
for the In-Line workflow.

Cutting-edge nesting technology 

While many nesting solutions are based on algorithms 
bought from third parties, Gemini CAD Systems 
developed a cutting edge proprietary algorithm, specially 
designed for leather industry.
This allows us to further develop our technology, making 
constant improvements. Here is the history of our nesting 
R&D:

2009
Gemini CAD Systems introduces parallel computing for 
nesting for the first time and immediately becomes a 
technology leader in nesting for textile applications. 

2012
Gemini CAD Systems develops and implements a 
breakthrough solution: multi-machine nesting, launching 
the first specialized server for leather nesting: Thagora LX1.
Features: 

•  Analyzes the models and the hides and calculates 
the proper strategies

•  Distributes the computational effort to multiple 
nesting stations

•  Generates and reports the best solution for the 
entire nesting job 

2016
With extensive experience in parallel algorithm development 
and understanding the potential of multi-hide nesting, 
Gemini CAD Systems has launched the LX2 server, dedicated 
to the furniture and automotive industries.
The adaptive strategies and the maturity of multi-hide 
technology are the core of the new LX2 nesting server and 
key factors for leather consumption optimization.

Proprietary nesting algorithm

One of the key points with a major impact on the leather saving is the nesting efficiency. Nesting is a very difficult 
computational problem, especially for leather, due to a huge amount of processed data. A very important challenge 
related to the nesting efficiency is the decrease of reusable waste, especially for manufacturers that handle products with 
large parts.

To address these challenges, Gemini CAD Systems has developed a high-performance Off-Line workflow and 
cutting-edge technologies.

Automatic nesting

•  Multi-hide nesting 
The Off-Line workflow allows simultaneous nesting of 
more than one hide - a key factor for high efficiency and 
less reusable waste.

•  24/7 nesting
The separation between nesting and cutting allows a 
longer time allocation to the nesting process. This 
represents a key factor for multi-hide nesting and therefore 
higher efficiency.

•  Adaptive strategies 
The nesting algorithm automatically adapts itself to the 
characteristics of all hides and models, obtaining high 
quality and stable results regardless the production 
diversity. 

The Off-Line workflow opens up 
new possibilities



Analytics & LiveReports

“What type of leather should I buy?”, “How can I improve 
the operators’ productivity?”, “Why the leather 
consumption increased?”. These are questions which any 
manager concerned by the production efficiency for sure 
asked himself. 

Often, the reasonable precise and fast answers to these 
questions are almost impossible to find. Moreover, the 
inconsistency of the leather suppliers and quick changes 
in products design lead that any few weeks old reports to 
be obsolete.

The answer to these questions and many other similar 
ones can be provided only by an advanced solution of 
data analysis.

In 2017, Thagora launched the Analytics module based on 
a complete data capture of the entire production process 
and an advanced engine of statistical analysis. The 
Analytics module provides full traceability of the process 
and represents a powerful decisional tool for the 
management team.

Cloud implementation along with the high level of the 
statistical analysis confirm once more that the Thagora 
solution aligns with the industry 4.0 requirements.

Technology:
•  Azure Cloud or local database
•  Online reports available for all team members

Analytics

What if you could manage the status of your key operating 
metrics on your phone or your tablet? What if you could 
receive alerts anywhere, anytime?

Features:
• Daily, weekly KPIs
• Machines status
• Live availability on any device
• Customizable alerts

LiveReports

Gemini CAD Systems
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Multi-dimensional data analysis:
•  Supplier, leather, models and efficiency correlated data 
analysis
•  Operators and machine correlated analysis
•  Scanning operators average activity reports: speed, 
faults, precision
•  Recuts charts and correlated data with machines, 
operators and leather types
•  And many others



Comparative evaluations of 
area distribution per rank

Rank distribution and area evolution

Leather ranking and 
pre-allocation

Each hide is unique in terms of contour and quality zones area and distribution. These differences have a major impact on 
the leather consumption and rise the following questions:
 •  How can I control the leather suppliers?
 •  How can I organize my production in order to increase the overall efficiency?
 •  What type of leather should I buy?

Controlling the leather suppliers in terms of both quantity 
and “nesting quality” might be an important saving source. 
Thagora supplier ranking module performs a quick 
automatic ranking on each hide using the same criteria as 
the suppliers. A detailed distribution report is generated 
on each leather batch containing comparative charts 
between the supplier evaluation and the automatic one. 
These information along with detailed reports on each 
hide represent an useful tool in supplier control. 
Features:
 •  Multiple ranking profiles for different suppliers
 •  Customizable ranking criteria
 •  Comparative ranking distribution reports
 •  Available on all workflows

Supplier ranking

The key factor in leather saving is represented by a high 
efficiency on each nesting job. However, the main goal is 
to increase the nesting efficiency on an entire batch of 
hides. A major factor on achieving this might be a 
balanced distribution of hides on each nesting job. 
Thagora ranking module classifies the hides from a nesting 
probability point of view using customizable criteria 
tailored to the production characteristics. The  
pre-allocation module automatically calculates the 
required area per rank for each nesting job. Thus the 
operators are able to pick the optimum quantity of hides 
from each rank. The result is an increased overall batch 
nesting efficiency. Also, the risk of remaining with unusable 
hides at the end of the batch is greatly reduced. 
The algorithm which calculates the correct balance of 
hides on each nesting job takes into consideration 3 key 
information:
 •  The current rank distribution in the batch
 •  The current nesting job difficulty
 •  The production forecast

The graphic illustrates the evolution of the hides area per rank during the production. The ratio 
between the hides area per rank is constant after each nesting job. This leads to an overall 
higher nesting efficiency and a minimum quantity of unusable hides at the end of the batch.

Production ranking and 
hides pre-allocation

Supplier evaluation

A - Rank A hides (high “nesting quality”)

Legend

B - Rank B hides (medium “nesting quality”)
C - Rank C hides (low “nesting quality”)

Thagora evaluation
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Workflows
For years, the In-Line workflow has been the standard of the leather cutting room. With all the operations – scanning, 
automatic or manual nesting and cutting – being performed at once, on the cutter, the only advantage of this process is 
its simplicity. Although this workflow is still useful for shoes industry manufacturer or workshops with small production, it 
has severe drawbacks in other situations.

In 2010, Gemini CAD Systems has launched the Off-Line Basic workflow, designed to meet the requirements of furniture 
and automotive industries. In 2013, after further developments made in close cooperation with our clients, we launched 
the Off-Line Advanced workflow, specially tailored for the precise needs of leather-upholstered furniture industry. 
Additionally, the knowledge gained in this process was used to improve the In-Line workflow managed by Thagora.

All steps of the leather cutting 
workflow: scanning, 
automatic/manual nesting, followed 
by cutting and collecting are 
performed at once, on the cutter. 
Different machine architecture are 
available starting with one static table 
cutter up to a conveyor 3 zones cutter. 

In-Line

 The scanning, nesting and cutting & 
collecting are performed separately 
on different workstations. The hides 
required for one cutting job are 
manually selected and scanned. After 
the last hide is scanned, the Nesting 
Server starts the automatic multi-hide 
nesting. When the nesting job is 
approved, the hides are processed on 
the cutting machine. 

*see more on page 16

Off-Line Basic

The scanning, nesting and cutting & 
collecting are performed separately 
on different workstations. The hides 
from one batch are scanned, 
automatically ranked and sorted 
based on their nesting efficiency 
potential. When a nesting job is 
created, the hides are balanced  
allocated in order to increase the 
overall batch efficiency. After the last 
hide is picked, the Nesting Server 
starts the automatic multi-hide 
nesting. When the nesting job is 
approved, the hides are processed on 
the cutting machine.

*see more on page 17

Off-Line Advanced

Main differences between workflows

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Leather Scanning Machine with Infrared technology

Increased efficiency on the entire batch using the 
hides pre-allocation

Increased nesting efficiency by:
 •  Multi-hide nesting
 •  24/7 nesting
 •  Adaptive nesting strategies

Increased cutting machine productivity

Quick leather supplier quality control

Simple hides logistic

Hides labeling and repositioning not required

Increased system uptime due to independent 
scanning and cutting processes 

In-LineAdvantages Off-Line
Basic

Off-Line
Advanced
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Each of the workflows have advantages and disadvantages. Choosing the correct workflow is highly related to the 
production characteristics. Below, the relation between industry average characteristics, main advantages impact by 
industry and our recommendation is illustrated.

Industry average characteristics

Industry Parts dimension

Small Similar Low SeriesLarge Different Fast Custom

Hides diversity Cutting speed Production type

Furniture

Automotive

Handbags

Shoes

Advantages impact by industry

Low High Low HighLow HighLow High

Industry Off-Line
nesting

Hides
pre-allocation

Off-Line
productivity

Simple
logistic

Furniture

Automotive

Handbags

Shoes

Recommended workflow by industry

Industry In-Line Off-Line Basic Off-Line  Advanced

Furniture

Automotive

Handbags

Shoes
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Off-Line Basic workflow
The scanning, nesting and cutting & collecting are performed separately on different workstations. The hides required for 
one cutting job are manually selected and scanned. After the last hide is scanned, the Nesting Server starts the automatic 
multi-hide nesting. When the nesting job is approved, the hides are processed on the cutting machine. 

The models are imported in the Thagora database. During the import 
procedure, the models are automatically checked for geometrical and 
consistency errors before using into the production. Conversion from 
different CAD systems and DXF formats is available.

The leather is received and stored in the warehouse. All the information 
related to the received batches are stored in the Thagora database.

The customer orders are entered into the system. The automatic planning 
module optimizes the production by organizing the customer orders into 
the production orders. The production jobs are created and the required 
total area for each job is calculated. 

The Nesting Server starts the automatic multi-hide nesting on all the hides 
of the job. After the nesting is finished, the results must be approved 
manually or automatically. 

The required hides number for one job are picked from the warehouse and 
the scanning process starts. The scanned hides of one job are stored on a 
separated horse and sent to the cutting area.

The approved jobs are ready to be cut. The hides are processed one by 
one: lay the hide, cut and collect the parts. The hides laying and parts 
collecting processes are assisted by the video projection systems in order 
to achieve an increased productivity. The cut parts are collected on different 
boxes based on logistic criteria. The reusable waste are automatically cut, 
labelled and sent back to the warehouse.
 
Different machine architecture are supported starting from a single static 
zone cutter, up to a twin cutter conveyor cutter or a 3 zones conveyor cutter.

The quality control is performed on a separated station. The parts to be 
recut are declared in the system for reprocessing and a full traceability of 
the entire process. 

Models1

Hides picking and scanning  4

Nesting5

Cutting & Collecting6

Quality control 7

Orders 3

Leather receiving 2

Hides Ready to Cut 

Scanned hides stored per job

Unscanned hides stored per batch 

Leather Warehouse

4

Picking and Scanning

Scanned 
hides stored 
per job

6

Cutting & Collecting

Zone A
Lay / Cut / Collect Zone B

Lay / Cut / Collect 

5

Offline Multi-hide Nesting

Hide 1 Hide 2 Hide N

7

Quality Control

1 2 3 4

ModelsOrders
2

Leather
Receiving

BatchBatch Customers
orders

Customers
orders

3

QCQC

Nesting jobNesting job

Cut
Parts
Cut

Parts

Ready to Sew
Cut Parts

Ready to Sew
Cut Parts

Pick & Scan
job

Pick & Scan
job

Cut
job
Cut
job

1

JobJob JobJob JobJob
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Off-Line Advanced workflow
The scanning, nesting and cutting & collecting are performed separately on different workstations. The hides from one batch 
are scanned, automatically ranked and sorted based on their nesting efficiency potential. When a nesting job is created, the 
hides are balanced allocated in order to increase the overall batch efficiency. After the last hide is allocated, the Nesting Server 
starts the automatic multi-hide nesting. When the nesting job is approved, the hides are processed on the cutting machine. 

The models are imported in the Thagora database. During the import 
procedure, the models are automatically checked for geometrical and 
consistency errors before using into the production. Conversion from 
different CAD systems and DXF formats is available.

The leather is received and stored in the warehouse. All the information 
related to the received batches are stored in the Thagora database.

The customer orders are entered into the system. The automatic planning 
module optimize the production by organizing the customer orders into 
the production orders. The production jobs are created and the required 
area of each rank for each job is calculated. The required area per rank is 
automatically calculated in order to optimize the nesting efficiency of the 
entire batch.

The picking jobs are received on a mobile device. Each job indicates the 
required hides area by rank. The operator picks the hides by scanning the 
barcodes until the required quantities are reached. The picked hides are 
stored on a separated horse and sent to the cutting area. 

The hides from the batches are scanned on a separated workstation. Each 
hide is automatically ranked based on their nesting efficiency potential. The 
hides are stored on separated horses based on their rank and batch. The 
scanned hides are sent back to the warehouse. 

The Nesting Server starts the automatic multi-hide nesting on all the hides 
of the job. After the nesting is finished, the results must be approved 
manually or automatically. 

The approved jobs are ready to be cut. The hides are processed one by 
one: lay the hide, cut and collect the parts. The hides laying and parts 
collecting processes are assisted by the video projection systems in order 
to achieve an increased productivity. The cut parts are collected on different 
boxes based on logistic criteria. The reusable waste are automatically cut, 
labelled and sent back to the warehouse. Different machine architecture are 
supported starting with a single static zone cutter, up to a twin cutter 
conveyor cutter or a 3 zones conveyor cutter. 

The quality control is performed on a separated station. The parts to be 
recut are declared in the system for reprocessing and a full traceability of 
the entire process. 

Models1

Orders4

Hides Pre-allocation 5

Nesting6

Cutting & Collecting7

Quality control 8

Leather scanning & ranking 3

Leather receiving 2

Hides Ready to Cut 
JobJob JobJob JobJob

Scanned hides stored per job

Leather
Warehouse

7

Cutting & Collecting

Zone A
Lay / Cut / Collect Zone B

Lay / Cut / Collect 

6

Offline Multi-hide Nesting

Hide 1 Hide 2 Hide N

8

Quality Control

1 2 3

ModelsOrders
2

Leather
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BatchBatch

Customers
orders

Customers
orders

4

5

QCQC

Nesting jobNesting job

Cut
Parts
Cut

Parts

Ready to Sew
Cut Parts

Ready to Sew
Cut Parts

Cut
job
Cut
job

Pick
job
Pick
job

1

Unscanned hides
stored per batch 

Scaned
hides 
stored per 
batch & rank 

Hides 
pre-allocation

3

Scanning & Ranking

AA

BB

CC
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• Your situation
You have one or more cutters which still work properly, but 
you are not satisfied with the leather consumption and the 
productivity of your machines and operators. At the same 
time, you don’t want to get rid of a functioning machine 
just because some vendors would only sell you their latest 
system if you buy a new cutter from them.

• What we do
We implement Thagora, a solution that is compatible with 
every model of cutter and gives new life to your hardware.

• Benefits
Thagora brings significant improvements for the whole 
cutting room in terms of leather savings, decreased cost of 
labor and increased machine output.

You already have a cutter

• Your situation
You want to buy a new cutting machine. For purchasing 
the cutter, you analysed a few options available on the 
market, but you have doubts about their software and 
scanning solution.

• What we do
We offer the freedom to choose the best cutter for your 
needs, Thagora being compatible with every model of 
cutting machine on the market.

• Benefits
You can have the best cutter for your needs and, at the 
same time, the best software solution on the market. You 
will still have the freedom of choice in case you want to 
change the cutting machine provider. Although the 
software solution and the cutters are purchased from 
different providers, Gemini CAD Systems will be the sole 
responsible for proper function of the integrated platform, 
with the exception of mechanical defects.

You want to buy a new cutter

• Your situation
At this point, your workflow is completely manual. 
Fortunately, the labor cost is still reasonable but it’s hard to 
find skilled operators for complex operations like manual 
nesting. Also, you are not satisfied with the level of leather 
consumption.

• What we do
We implement an efficient solution for scanning and 
automatic nesting. You still have a manual cutting process, 
but with video projector assistance.

• Benefits
Leather savings, increased cutting productivity, decreased 
need of skilled labor force, complete traceability of the 
workflow and an affordable investment.

You are cutting manually

• Your situation
You are using die cutting machines to cut the parts and 
your type of production is suitable for this technology. Still, 
you are not satisfied with the nesting efficiency and the 
total lack of traceability of the process.  

• What we do
Implementing Thagora decreases the leather consumption 
and offers you a full control of the production process. 
Using the video projection system, the die cutting machine 
are integrated in the solution and used with higher 
efficiency. 

• Benefits
The use of a suitable cutting technology for your 
production, higher nesting efficiency, decreased need of 
skilled labor force for manual nesting and a complete 
traceability of the process.

You are using die cutting machines 
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One of the advantages offered by Gemini CAD Systems is that we don’t just sell you a well-performing solution -
we become your partner. Therefore, we will guarantee a close cooperation in every aspect regarding the upgrade
of your cutting room and constant technical support.

Even if the software modules are delivered by Gemini CAD 
Systems, and your cutter machine comes from a different 
provider, we take full responsibility for the proper 
functioning of the software-hardware integrated platform, 
except for mechanical failures of the cutter hardware. 

From day one, we make a detailed assessment of your 
current workflow and your specific requirements. Then we 
ensure the deployment of a customized solution with no 
disruptions of your ongoing production process.

We provide online customer support 24/7, in 5 languages.  

Partnership 

The product’s maturity, as well as the support services 
provided by Gemini CAD Systems lead to a competitive 
value of the ownership costs.

 Reduced cost of ownership

An average 9 months payback period allows you to cover 
the investment through leather savings and increase of 
productivity.

Short payback period

All the technical advantages provided by Thagora bring significant profitability of investment. Each of these advantages 
are verifiable, controllable and predictable, so you can make a comparison with other solutions on the market. The 
financial advantages come from: 

Financial benefits 

Partnership from day one

Technical support

Single point of contact for service



www.geminicad.com

P :+40 232 237 546

FIND US ON:

E : sales@geminicad.com

CONTACT
2A Tudor Vianu Street
700500, Iasi, Romania

ADDRESS

About us
Gemini CAD Systems is a leading global supplier of technology for industries 
working with soft flexible materials such as textile, composites or leather.  Our 
activity includes research, development and implementation of software, 
hardware and workflow solutions for apparel, furniture and automotive, 
with focus on computer aided design (CAD) and computer aided 
manufacturing (CAM) applied in the cutting room.

Gemini’s business is based on cross-linked fields of expertise and 
a collection of proprietary, in-house developed software 
algorithms and hardware equipment, built over 15 years of 
activity and continuous investments in R&D. 

Gemini’s advanced technologies automate the 
manufacturing process from design to cutting for 
more than 20.000 customers across 38 countries, 
providing reliable services and technical 
support throughout all stages. 
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